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1 INTRODUCTION

When we walk through the physical worlds, our locomotion is nat-
urally accompanied by a compelling and embodied sensation of
mobility and self-motion - something that is missing from many
gaming, telepresence, and VR applications unless users physically
move. Physically moving has long been known to enhance spa-
tial orientation performance when compared to imagined locomo-
tion [8, 16, 18] and controller-based movements in VR [8]. With the
increasing availability and affordability of mobile head-mounted dis-
plays that are untethered and provide inside-out tracking, physically
walking in VR becomes increasingly feasible. There are, however,
still shortcomings of physical walking in VR that might not be fix-
able by technical solutions, such as limited free-space walking areas,
safety concerns (for standing/walking users), accessibility to users
with mobility challenges, fatigue, and comfort. That is, even with
improved technologies, many users may still want to sit down for
all but very short experiences, or when there is a compelling reason
to stand or be upright. Here, we will discuss if and how it might
be feasible to provide a compelling sensation of mobility and self-
motion for seated VR users to tackle those concerns by utilizing
leaning-based locomotion interfaces. We will also discuss obstacles,
concerns, and limitations of this approach, and how we might im-
prove those interfaces to make them more intuitive and explorable,
without requiring much (if any) instructions.

2 HOW COULD WE CREATE A CLEAR AFFORDANCE OF
HOW TO MOVE TO CONTROL VR LOCOMOTION?

A number of studies investigated leaning-based interfaces, where
users do not walk or use a controller but instead simply lean in the
direction of desired virtual travel (while either standing or sitting) to
control the simulated self-motion direction and speed [1, 9, 12, 23].
Such leaning-based paradigms have been suggested and investigated
as a low- or no-cost alternatives that do not require large free-space
walking areas or costly motion simulators, yet provide a least some
embodied involvement and vestibular motion cueing compared to
using hand- or finger-based controllers [2,4,12,19,21]. Such leaning-
based interfaces can improve (at least in some implementations) a
number of critical aspects, including immersion and presence [3,12],
navigation and performance [5,13,14], enjoyment, engagement, and
realism [7, 12], and have considerable application potential in vari-
ous VR and telepresence/teleoperation scenarios as they free up the
user’s hands to communicate, interact, or perform other tasks [24].
While some studies did not show a clear effect, many studies in-
dicated that such leaning-based interfaces can also significantly
enhance users’ embodied sensation of self-motion (“vection”) com-
pared to controller-based locomotion, for both standing-leaning [9]
and seated leaning [6, 17].

In these studies, though, from all we can tell, participants were al-
ways explicitly instructed on how to use leaning to control simulated
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self-motion. While we are not aware of published studies that explic-
itly investigate the affordance (perceived action possibility) and ex-
plorabiltiy of leaning-based interfaces, already in 1993, Fairchild and
colleagues reported that leaning-based locomotion was ”found to be
amazingly successful with both novice and advanced users” (p.49).
Our own pilot testing and observations indicate that indeed users
very quickly and intuitively learn how to use leaning-based interfaces
even without any instructions – as long as they (even accidentally)
start leaning at least a tiny bit, and thus see the immediate effect
of doing so (through a closed and low-latency action-perception
loop). This happened more frequently when using chairs/stools that
provided somewhat flexible seating, such as tiltable sit/stand stools
(e.g, commercially available Swopper or MovMan stools, which
were investigated as ChairIO [1] or NaviChair [7, 14]), compared to
standard non-moving chairs including swivel office chairs. We thus
hypothesize that one way to convey the affordance of leaning and
other types of upper-body movements is to provide an inherently
flexible sitting (or standing) arrangement, to support discoverability
and explorablity of the interaction/locomotion paradigm.

3 WHAT GETS IN THE WAY OF CLEAR AFFORDANCES? EX-
PECTATIONS, PRIOR EXPERIENCES, AND LACK OF CON-
STRAINTS

Depending on a user’s background, prior experiences, expectations,
mindset and setting, many users (especially if not used to free-
space walking VR experiences), tend to expect a rather passive
experience, or at least an experience where the user cannot or does
not need to physically move beyond using their fingers or hands -
especially when provided with a controller. This might be based
on an abundance of seated experiences like watching movies or
playing games, or simply being used to only being able to use one’s
hands (and in VR, head movements). When confronted with a VR
experience where physical motion is possible – such as walking,
rotating on a swivel chair, or movements on a sit-stand stool like a
Swopper (ChairIO, NaviChair) or LimbicChair [22] – we observed
many users initially sitting or standing still. Seemingly they either
did not anticipate, know, or perceive a clear-enough affordance of
the possible movements, and how they might benefit from them.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND TENTATIVE GUIDELINES

Even though one might hope that the implicit expectation and bias
towards non-embodied experiences might be somewhat reduced over
the years to come given the increasing availability and usage of more
embodied immersive experiences and technology, we assume that
there will always remain some implicit bias towards seated, passive,
and not very embodied experiences. To tackle this, we propose a
research agenda and exploration of ways to effectively convey how to
use more embodied interfaces (or any interfaces really). How can we
create clearer affordances similar to physical affordances [15] (e.g.,
”I can sit on this chair”) instead of just relying on learned, culturally
conveyed, or virtual/perceived affordances? That is, although by
now users with internet access will know that a blue underlined text
indicates the learned affordance of clicking on it (as it contains a
hyperlink/URL, and they had years of training and getting used to
this convention that initially was not obvious at all), in VR we do
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not have such clear conventions yet. Hence it would be safer and
likely more effective to aim for physical affordances and finding
ways to ensure they generalize to the larger audience beyond VR
and gaming enthusiasts and early adopters.

Part of this challenge is, of course, that without explicit constraints
or instructions, it can be difficult to anticipate or imagine what kind
of movements are being tracked or used as input to the system. This
challenge is similar to those from natural or gestural user interfaces,
where gestures or motions typically have to be learned until they
become conventions (e.g., swipe or pinch gestures). Hand-held and
other physical controllers provide physical constraints indicating
what actions are possible - a button can be pressed, a thumbstick
pushed, dials turned. By providing a flexible seating interface that
indicates clear action possibilities (e.g., this Swopper stool can tilt,
so I can shift my weight to tilt it), we might be able to tap into
such physical affordances. Future research is needed, though, to
investigate how best to convey specific mappings, such as linear
or exponential rate (velocity) control, or the need to keep a steady
head/body post to keep a constant velocity. Without a physical
interface or physical constraints (e.g., for standing-leaning interfaces
[9]), we can only rely on users naturally exploring (or swaying, in
this case) if we do not want to provide explicit instructions.

Potential approaches and tentative design guidelines that seem
promising include:

1. utilizing our natural tendency to explore and move, and com-
bine this with interfaces that clearly indicate what movements
are possible, such as for flexible/tiltable sit/stand stools;

2. providing low-latency feedback loops such that the effects of
our actions are directly perceivable and understandable;

3. utilizing constraints to guide users;
4. utilizing physical affordances (especially until virtual affor-

dances and cultural norms become ubiquitous;
5. using metaphors known from the real world or other com-

mon experiences: Similar to the desktop metaphor helping to
convey the mouse+screen affordance in early computer days,
leaning-metaphors such as surfing [20] could be utilized for
VR locomotion;

6. improving input mappings, e.g., by considering and investigat-
ing not only conventional but also metaphoric and isomorphic
mappings, or by supporting conceptual metaphors [10, 11];

7. showing or demonstrating perceived action possibilities: e.g.,
when naive users saw the experimenter or another user (or
a video of them) using the system for a mere few seconds,
they typically immediately ”got it” and were ready to use the
interface without further instructions.

This list is likely incomplete and needs to be extended in future
research. But it shows already that potential solutions and guidelines
exist – what seems to be missing is often awareness or understand-
ing of the importance of considering affordances, constraints, and
explorablity of the interfaces. Even in situations (like experiments)
where instructing users is an option, they typically prefer to try
things out right away and skip any instructions.

In the context of immersive experience design (including VR, AR,
MR/XR, and telepresence/teleoperation) the affordance, learnability,
and explorability of the interaction paradigms is of particular impor-
tance, as having to look up/listen to/read instructions or providing
textual or auditory feedback can easily break the immersion and
presence that is one of the key aspects of those experiences and
technologies, yet is fragile and easily disrupted.
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